
BRAND NEW
Grades K-12. Developed on a proven, research-based
keyboarding curriculum of sequential touch-typing instruction,
Type to Learn 4 builds critical 21st Century skills for all
students in grades K-12. The integrated cycle of review,
demonstration, practice, and assessment, with continuous
reinforcement of home row positioning, teaches proper
fingering for each key with ample opportunity for skills
practice. The program emphasizes both accuracy and 
words per minute speed, and provides each student 
with individualized remediation and goals for success. 
This engaging new product wraps keyboarding lessons into 
an intriguing world of adventure and information, complete
with exciting new activities and redesigned student and
teacher interfaces.

Available as either a CD-ROM product or as a web-based
application, Type to Learn 4 can now be used by students
anywhere with an internet connection! Type to Learn 4
addresses an essential, life-long skill for students in today’s
technology-driven world. 

Learning is extended from the instructional lessons by 
5 supporting practice activities. There is also a diagnostic 
pre-test and 6 formative assessments placed throughout the
lessons. Assessments analyze students’ accuracy and speed,
setting and adjusting achievement goals as the student
improves. Lessons also track students’ accuracy and 
speed and assign immediate, individualized remediation 
where needed. 

Teachers and parents will appreciate the real-time record-
keeping, including progress graphs and reports on lessons,
activities, and assessments. Teachers can analyze student
errors by hand, finger, and key to pinpoint problem areas. 
The new parent report, accessed from the student login,
allows parents to track their child’s progress and scores
throughout the program.

In the Re-Connect game, students rebuild infrastructure as they practice 
typing to increase accuracy.

Synopsis: K-12 Students learn
touch-typing keyboarding skills,
reinforcing home row positioning,
proper fingering, and reaches. 
All letter and number keys are
taught, including the numeric
keypad and common keyboarding
shortcuts such as Control+C.
Lessons, activities, and
assessments analyze students’
scores throughout the program 
and assign remediation or adjust
goals where needed.

Enhancements: Type to Learn 4
features an updated research-
based pedagogy, diagnostic,
formative, and summative
assessments, expanded student
and teacher reporting, ESL support,
additional customization settings,
newly designed interfaces based
on students’ grade level, multiple
vocabulary levels per lesson,
cross-curricular content, and 
real-world typing tasks.

Conclusion: Type to Learn 4’s
proven pedagogy, robust
assessment and reporting,
individualized automatic goals and
remediation, and proven process 
of review, warm-up, instruction,
practice, and assessment, make
this program a definite must-have
for any keyboarding curriculum!

Windows:

2000, XP, Vista

Macintosh:

Mac OS X 10.3.9, 10.4, 10.5
PowerPC and Intel platforms

Online preview available

New Foundation of the
Type to Learn® Series!
NOW AVAILABLE!

3D hands help students identify the correct hand placement and reaches to new keys.

For additional information
SunburstPlease visit sunburst.com/ttl or call 1-800-321-7511


